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	Free Energy Relationships in Organic and Bioorganic Chemistry, 9780854046768 (0854046763), Royal Society of Chemistry, 2003


	There are many techniques of varying degrees of generality for the study

	of mechanisms and that of free energy relationships is the most readily

	applicable and general. Free energy relationships comprise the simplest

	and easiest of techniques to use but the results are probably the trickiest

	to interpret of all the mechanistic tools.





	The quantitative study of free energy relationships was first introduced

	by Brmnsted and Hammett in the early part of the twentieth century. As

	well as playing a major r6le in understanding and deducing mechanism,

	free energy relationships have been incorporated into software to provide

	computational methods for calculating physico-chemical parameters

	of molecules. Such techniques are of substantial technical importance in

	drug design3 where parameters such as solubility, pK,, etc. can be useful

	indicators of the biological activity of chemical structures of potentially

	therapeutic compounds. Free energy relationships may be employed in

	the design of synthetic route.

	Introducing the application of free energy correlations to elucidating the mechanisms of organic and bio-organic reactions, this book provides a new and illuminating way of approaching a potentially complex topic. The idea of how free energy correlations derive from polar substituent change is introduced, and common pitfalls encountered in the application of free energy relationships are described, along with the use of these anomalies in mechanistic studies. The concept of effective charge is described in detail, with examples of its application. Throughout, worked answers are provided for the problems posed. Databases of parameters, an extensive bibliography and comprehensive lists of further reading are also included.The text provides an invaluable source of information to senior undergraduates, postgraduates and to industrial researchers with an interest in mechanistic studies. It is the first such book in more than thirty years.
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Adobe Photoshop CS6 Digital ClassroomJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	A complete training package on the newest version of Photoshop! The Digital Classroom series combines a full-color book with a full-featured DVD, resulting in a complete training package written by expert instructors. Photoshop is the industry standard for image editing, and this guide gets photographers, commercial designers, web developers,...


		

The Constants of Nature: From Alpha to Omega--the Numbers That Encode the Deepest Secrets of the UniversePantheon, 2003
A major contribution to our understanding of the basic laws of the universe -- from the author of The Book of Nothing.
The constants of nature are the fundamental laws of physics that apply throughout the universe: gravity, velocity of light, electromagnetism and quantum mechanics. They encode the deepest secrets of the...


		

HTML5: Your visual blueprint for designing rich Web pages and applicationsVisual, 2011

	Use the latest version of HTML to create dynamic Web pages


	HTML5 is the latest iteration of the standard markup language for creating Web pages. It boasts extensive updates from its predecessor and allows you to incorporate rich media content into a site without any dependence on extra software such as Flash. Packed with...





	

Programming in Objective-C (6th Edition) (Developer's Library)Addison Wesley, 2013

	Updated for OS X 10.9 Mavericks, iOS 7, and Xcode 5

	

	Programming in Objective-C is a concise, carefully written tutorial on the basics of Objective-C and object-oriented programming for Apple's iOS and OS X platforms.

	

	The book makes no assumptions about prior experience with object-oriented...


		

Optical WDM Networks (Optical Networks)Springer, 2006
Before discussing the book's topic, intended audience, etc., we remark that another book, entitled Optical Communication Networks, was published by the same author in 1997. Eight years is a long time in our fast-moving field. Relative to the old book, a brief outline of the new materials in the new book is provided below, followed by brief...


		

Cisco Unified Presence Fundamentals (Networking Technology: IP Communications)Cisco Press, 2010

	Unified Communications and Collaboration is on the so-called “Hot List” in any forum wherein people are discussing communications and ways to better stay in touch. This book is aimed at explaining the concepts, ideas, and capabilities behind Presence, which is likely one of the least understood and most underestimated features in...
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